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**Scholarly Journal Database Libraries**
With ProQuest's academic databases, empower your researchers with less time spent searching for information and more time devoted to researchers provides a single source for scholarly journals, newspapers, reports, working papers, and datasets along with millions of pages of digitized historical primary sources and more than 450,000 ebooks.

**ProQuest - Databases**
JSTOR is a digital library of academic journals, books, and primary sources.

**JSTOR**
Scholarly journals and trade journals in Business, ... Library Resources in Business. Scholarly journals and trade journals in Business, including Harvard Business Review ... but choose All databases and then select Psychology Databases and select Business Databases, then click the Continue button at the top or bottom of the page. Company ...

**Library Resources in Business | Palo Alto University**
Find the best library databases for your research. ... Scholars can trace the full scholarly process in all of its stages, from qualitative data gathering to analysis through publication, while cross-searching contemporaneous research from the most important scholars in the discipline.

**A-Z Databases - guides.lib.purdue.edu**
- Contains scholarly journals, trade magazines, and other periodicals and business news sources, primarily U.S.-focused - Source for current business news and analysis of media companies and industry trends from trade publications; search for entities ("MTV Asia") or topics ("media ethics")

**Scholarly Journals / Databases - guides.libraries.psu.edu**
Library Guides A-Z Databases ... Starting Points Academic Search Complete. Scholarly articles and general interest sources in all fields. Web of Science. Citation index for the sciences, social sciences, and arts and humanities. WorldCat. Search the holdings of over 10,000 libraries worldwide. Use this search to find books and other materials ...

**A-Z Databases - Library Guides at University of Washington ...**
Scholarly journal articles are also known as peer-reviewed journal articles or academic journal articles, depending on who you are talking with and/or what database you are searching in. The easiest way to tell if you have found a scholarly journal article is if you find it through one of the library's databases, as most allow you to check for peer-review status by clicking on the title.

**LibGuides: Identifying Information Sources Online: Articles**
EBSCO provides high-quality content and technology for academic libraries including academic research databases, discovery service, academic journals, academic ebooks, scholarly journals and more

**EBSCO for Academic Libraries | Research Databases, eBooks ...**
The ACCESS PA Database is a world wide web-based bibliographic union catalog and resource sharing guide to over 2,500 school, public, academic and special libraries in Pennsylvania. The database contains over 5.6 million unique records from the catalogs of Pennsylvania library collections covering over 35 million Pennsylvania library holdings.

**Databases A-Z | Penn State University Libraries**
Academic Search: General (Multidisciplinary) (More info...) Google Scholar: General (Multidisciplinary) (More info...) JSTOR: General (Multidisciplinary) ... To see a complete list of databases, use the Database Library. Ask a Librarian for further assistance. Other Article and Database Links. Citation Search. Databases by Subject.

**Top 10 Databases | Library**
Search this Guide Search. Library Homepage: Home. ... Group Study Rooms Interlibrary Loan Journal Search Learning Commons Library Catalog Library FAQs My Account SCAA Tutoring. OneSearch; Books; Articles; Subject Guides . Find books, articles, and other materials in the library or online: ... Library Hours During Spring Semester Break: Fall ...

**Home - Library Homepage - LibGuides at California State ...**

Biology Database - Includes just under 400 titles, with more than 325 available in full text. With thousands of articles available online, ProQuest Biology Journals includes some of the most popular information resources for users in academic, government, and public research environments.
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**All Databases - University Libraries - Azusa Pacific ...**

Databases not only index scholarly, professional, newspaper, and magazine articles, but they also cover reports, statistics, case studies, patents, standards and e-books. Purchased databases with the icon are accessible only to MU users. Many databases will give you the full text of an article.

**Databases // Libraries // Mizzou // University of Missouri**

Finding Academic/Scholarly Journal Articles in the Library. The RGO Library & Learning Commons (LLC) provides access to thousands of scholarly, peer-reviewed journal articles through the library website and collection of subscription databases

Finding Academic/Scholarly Journal Articles in Library ...

Some databases, like EBSCO Academic Search Premier and ProQuest Central, are multidisciplinary and allow you to find articles from different subject areas. Others, like PubMed and PsycINFO, are more specialized and focus on a single subject. Off-Campus Access to Library Resources Most library resources are IP-restricted.

**Find Articles | University Library**

One-Search Catalog Databases e-Journals by Subject WKU Library Catalog Research Guides Institutional Repository Special Collections Library Spaces. ... Western Kentucky University 1906 College Heights Blvd. #11067 ... outreach and student scholarships for a dynamic academic community. ...

**WKU Libraries | Western Kentucky University**

Academic Search Premier (EBSCOhost) CINAHL Plus with Full Text (EBSCOhost) ERIC (EBSCOhost) JSTOR. MEDLINE (EBSCOhost) Nexis Uni (formerly LexisNexis Academic) PsycInfo (EBSCOhost) Web of Science (Thomson Reuters)

**Home - Databases - UCF Research Guides at University of ...**

Databases of the New England Historic Genealogical Society. Highlights include full-text access to the New England Historical and Genealogical Register (1847-1994), and New England state vital records and index resources, including New York. To access these resources, select Search→Databases or Browse→Databases from the main menu.

**Articles & Databases | The New York Public Library**

Includes all APA (American Psychological Association) databases and many counseling journals. Also includes ebook collections, encyclopedias, Associated Press photos, newspapers, and magazines as well as additional databases in medicine, nursing, and consumer health. Find articles in Law and Business using Nexis Uni

**Find Articles | Palo Alto University**

Get the facts! Browse our list of research journals and databases provided by Palo Alto City Library, including peer-reviewed, full-text...